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1 - OmniCube Release Notes

This document contains important product information and restrictions for OmniStack Software from
SimpliVity Corporation.
The release notes are organized into the following categories:

• Fixed in This Release on page 8

• New in This Release on page 10

• Supported Configurations, Requirements and Constraints on page 12

• General Restrictions and Known Issues on page 15

• Backup and Backup Policy Constraints and Known Issues on page 17

• Datastore Constraints and Known Issues on page 20

• GUI and CLI Constraints and Known Issues on page 23

• Hardware Constraints and Known Issues on page 25

• OmniCube Cloud Datacenter Constraints and Known Issues on page 30

• VM Constraints and Known Issues on page 34

• VMware Constraints and Known Issues on page 38
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OmniCube Release Notes 1 - OmniCube Release Notes

1.1 Fixed in This Release
OmniStack 3.0.7 fixes the following past issues:

Category Description
General Restrictions • An OmniCube Does Not Boot if DNS is Down (SNT-17, AN-

4582)

• Permission Error When Using the CLI to Change User
Credentials (SNH-897, AN-2670)

• Changing the vCenter User Password Affects SimpliVity User
Tasks (FRB-67)

• Added periodic health checks for network connectivity in the
storage network to eliminate common causes of failover failures
(AN-2584)

Backup and Backup Policy • Restoring a Templated VM Replaces the Template Contents
(AN-2580)

• The Backup Policy Retention Time is not Calculated Correctly
for Large Values of Frequency (AN-2556)

• Backup Replications Fail Because of WAN Congestion (FRB-
441)

• VM Backups Show as Deleted After VM Migration (AN-2582,
AN-2661)

• Unable to Delete Remote Backups from a Removed Datacenter
(FRB-317)

• Backups Disappear After You Move a VM (SNH-497)

• You Cannot Lock or Rename Backups if the Datacenter is
Offline (AN-2578)

• Can delete a backup policy if nothing references it (AN-2662)

Datastore • You Cannot Delete a Datastore's Original Default Policy (An-
2662)

• Can create a datastore in a new Federation without error (AN-
4659)

Graphical User Interface
(GUI) and Command Line
Interface (CLI)

• Attempting a SimpliVity Clone with Insufficient VMware
Privileges (AN-2606)

• Cannot Receive OmniCube Events and Alarms Unless vCenter
Defaults to English (AN-4746)

Installation, Deployment,
and Upgrade

• OmniCube Deployment Stalls Before Joining the Federation
(AN-4784)
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OmniCube Release Notes 1 - OmniCube Release Notes

Category Description
• Upgrade by OmniCube Not by Datacenter (SNH-376)

• Resolved a deadlock in domain name resolution that blocks
configuration changes to an OmniCube from external clients
(such as vSphere Client) until the Virtual Controller restarts
(AN-4831)

Virtual Machine • Resolved a virtual controller shutdown issue that could prevent
shutdown from completing (AN-5246)

• Reduced time to boot many virtual machines in a boot storm
(AN-5282)

• Removed virtual machine no longer appear in a list of virtual
machines (AN-4063)

VMware vSphere Client • Do Not Clear Custom SimpliVity Fields (SNT-826)
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OmniCube Release Notes 1 - OmniCube Release Notes

1.2 New in This Release
OmniStack 3.0.7 from SimpliVity Corporation provides bug fixes and enhancements. OmniStack consists
of the software installed on your platform (OmniCube) and the SimpliVity vSphere Extension that you
use to manage SimpliVity virtual objects.
You can also use CLI options to manage SimpliVity objects as described in the OmniCube Command
Line Interface Reference Guide.

Note: You cannot upgrade to OmniStack 3.0.7 from earlier versions of OmniStack. For more
information, contact SimpliVity Customer Support.

OmniStack 3.0.7 contains these new features:

Feature Description
Deployment
Manager

A standalone Windows application to configure and deploy OmniCube systems in an
existing datacenter or client. With the Deployment Manager wizard, you can configure
OmniStack IP address pools to deploy multiple OmniCube systems at a time.

Optimized network A network that accommodates different levels of connectivity to increase efficiency of
the network traffic.

File level restoration You can restore individual files and folders from a Windows virtual machine backup
on a Windows guest virtual machine using an ISO image. This is useful when files or
folders are corrupt or missing on a guest virtual machine.

Data Protection and
Recovery

The Data Protection and Recovery feature includes these enhancements:

• You can specify the time to retain a backup before it is automatically deleted. The retention time
units are minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, and years. The maximum retention period is 20
years. You can modify the retention time for existing backups at any time.

Note: In the svt-policy-rule-create command, the --max_backups option to
specify the maximum number of backups to retain is no longer supported. Use
the --retention option to specify the retention time for a backup.

• You can modify the existing rules in a backup policy.
• New backup status states, including:

— Rebuilding–Backup data is rebuilding on a second OmniCube system to
ensure high availability (HA) for the backup in a datacenter with multiple
OmniCube systems.

— Degraded–Backup is in an unprotected HA state. This can occur when an
OmniCube system in the backup replica set is replaced by another OmniCube
system, and the backup was saved on one OmniCube system in a datacenter
with multiple OmniCube systems.

• You can proactively monitor virtual machine backup system limits. A new Backup Policy Impact
Report shows the projected daily and total backups for Federation virtual machines, as percentages
of the maximum backup system limit. To access the report, select the vSphere Client SimpliVity -
Show Backup Projection option.
• When you delete a datastore, deleting backups on the virtual machines you migrate or remove
before deleting the datastore is no longer required.
• When you modify a backup policy, you can apply the changes to multiple virtual machines.
• When you edit a backup policy rule, a new Backup Policy Impact Report shows the daily and total
system backups for the policy rule, as percentages of the maximum backup system limit. The report
also shows the projected daily and total system backups based on your changes to the policy rule.
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Feature Description
• You can suspend all backup policies on an OmniCube system. This is useful when an OmniCube
system is in a maintenance window. When maintenance is complete, you manually resume the
backup policies on the OmniCube system.

Performance panel
enhancementsin
datacenter view

In addition to viewing throughput, IOPS, and latency performance for the past three
years up to one minute ago, you can also examine the read and write values for the top
virtual machine contributors in a datacenter.

Caution: Installing OmniCube for vSphere Client (SimpliVity Extension)
deletes all stored SimpliVity analytics data. You cannot access it
through the user interface or commands. But, you can access any
newly captured analytics data from the installation day onwards.

SimpliVity Shut
Down options

You can now shut down the Virtual Controller (virtual machine dedicated to the
OmniCube) safely because it waits for storage High Availability (HA) compliance
before shutting down. This reduces the risk of having data unavailable. You can also
use SimpliVity shut down options to force the shutdown or cancel it.
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2 - Supported Configurations, Requirements and Constraints

This section provides information about supported software and firmware versions, environmental
requirements, and network configuration constraints.

2.1 Supported Platforms
OmniStack 3.0.7 supports these platforms:

• CN-2000

• CN-2200

• CN-3000

2.2 Software Revisions
The latest supported configuration information for this software release is found in the Interoperability
Guides located on the SimpliVity Customer Support website at https://simplivity.force.com/Support. A
SimpliVity customer account is required to access this document.
IMPORTANT:

• With the exception of vCenter Server and vSphere Client revisions specified in the SimpliVity
Interoperability Guides, you should obtain and install OmniStack software and upgrades from
SimpliVity only.

• Do not apply any upgrades or patches to installed software unless you are advised to do so by
SimpliVity or by your support provider.

• Do not allow Automatic VMware Updates to update the software on SimpliVity systems.

Note: Factory Reset and Factory Upgrade images are also available for specific versions of ESXi 5.1
and 5.5. Contact SimpliVity Technical Support if you are unsure which version to use or if you
do not have the correct media.

2.3 Firmware Revisions
OmniStack software requires that each supported platform is running a specific firmware revision. To
avoid compatibility issues, contact your support representative before making any firmware changes.
To see the supported firmware revisions, see the Interoperability Guide for your platform available from
the Documentation section of the SimpliVity Support Portal: https://www.simplivity.com/support/

2.4 Software Upgrade Paths
Supported upgrade path information is provided in the Interoperability Matrix document available from
the Documentation section of the SimpliVity Support Portal: https://www.simplivity.com/support/.
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OmniCube Release Notes 2 - Supported Configurations, Requirements and Constraints

2.5 ESXi Licenses
SimpliVity OmniCube ships preinstalled with custom versions of vSphere ESXi that you must not
replace or upgrade except when advised by SimpliVity (or your support provider).
You must purchase a VMware vSphere license to operate vSphere ESXi on OmniCube. SimpliVity
OmniCube supports all types of vSphere ESXi licenses. However, some of the VMware features
referenced in the SimpliVity software and documentation might not be available, depending on the type
of ESXi license you decide to purchase.
You can compare vSphere ESXi license features at:
http://www.vmware.com/products/vsphere/compare.
SimpliVity OmniCube supports all types of vSphere ESXi licenses. However, the SimpliVity VAAI
NAS plug-in requires vSphere licenses that support the VAAI NAS API.

2.6 vCenter Server Instances
The following constraints apply to SimpliVity support for vCenter features:

• In a deployment where your vSphere client is running on the vCenter managing the Federation, you
cannot connect the vSphere Client to the vCenter by using localhost, 127.0.0.1, or the FQDN. You
must use the IP address to connect.

• If you configure multiple, geographically-distributed, VMware datacenters, SimpliVity recommends
that you also install an instance of VMware vCenter Server at each site hosting SimpliVity
OmniCube systems, using linked mode. This recommended configuration ensures that you can
continue to manage your Federation and recover VMs from remote backups if there is a disaster at
one site that takes your vCenter Server offline.

Note: SimpliVity supports only a single Federation per linked-mode vCenter management domain.
All vCenters in linked mode represent a single management domain.

See the VMware documentation for information about highly-available vSphere configurations.

2.7 OmniCube Environmental Requirements
Defragmenting Guest VMs
It is not necessary to defragment the SimpliVity storage used by guest VMs. In certain circumstances,
this can negatively affect OmniCube efficiency, increasing the amount of physical storage required by
the VM.
You might obtain benefits by aligning partitions as described in the Performance Best Practices for
VMware vSphere:

• vSphere 5.0: http://www.vmware.com/pdf/Perf_Best_Practices_vSphere5.0.pdf

• vSphere 5.1: http://www.vmware.com/pdf/Perf_Best_Practices_vSphere5.1.pdf

• vSphere 5.5: http://www.vmware.com/pdf/Perf_Best_Practices_vSphere5.5.pdf

Networking
The following requirements apply to networks used by a Federation.
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IPv4 Protocol
OmniCube requires an IPv4 network. Your network can use both modes (both IPv4 and IPv6). However,
if this is the case, you must supply both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses for any ESXi Host that communicates
with the Federation across a network.

NIC Teaming and Load Balancing
OmniCube uses Port ID for NIC teaming as the default setting. If your network uses LACP, 802.3ad, or
EtherChannel, configure Load Balancing (in the vSwitch properties) as: Route based on IP hash.
Use Port ID for all other cases.

Storage Capacity Input Values and Reporting
All size input fields and display values are based on IEEE 1541-2002 standards of binary multiples.
To remain consistent with VMware's reported values, the SI decimal prefixes are used to represent IEC
binary prefixes in all cases. For example 1,048,576 bytes will be reported as 1.00 MB, not as 1.00 MiB.
For more information see http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mebibyte.

2.8 Requirements for Sharing SimpliVity Datastores with Non-
SimpliVity ESXi Hosts
You can share SimpliVity datastores with non-SimpliVity ESXi Hosts. The following constraints and
requirements apply:

• A single Datacenter must contain both the Federation OmniCube systems and the non-SimpliVity
ESXi hosts.

• A non-SimpliVity ESXi host must run either ESXi 5.0 (Update 1 and Update 2), ESXi 5.1 (Update
1), or ESXi 5.5.0.3.

• To use vMotion to move VMs from OmniCube to a non-SimpliVity ESXi host, make sure that your
cluster baseline settings are compatible. Otherwise, you might see the following vSphere error:

The virtual machine requires hardware features that are unsupported or disabled on the target host.

For information about cluster baseline settings, go to the VMware knowledge base:

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/microsite.do

Use the View Article by ID option to view article number 1003212.

• To take advantage of hardware acceleration, install the VAAI NAS plug-in on Federation
OmniCube systems and on non-SimpliVity ESXi hosts. See the OmniCube for vSphere Client
Help.

2.9 Storing SQL database files in volatile memory storage is not
supported
Storing SQL database files or database log files in RAM disk or any type of volatile memory storage is
not supported and will result in data loss.
RAM disk is not persistent storage and will not protect your data during failure events.
See http://support.microsoft.com/kb/917047 Microsoft SQL Server I/O subsystem requirements for the
tempdb database for more information.
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3 - General Restrictions and Known Issues

The following general restrictions and known issues apply in this release.

3.1 Mismatched NFS Maximum Block Size Values Cause Slow
Write Performance
Problem (MNZ-152)
Write performance might degrade if OmniCube or OmniStack systems in the same Federation or
datacenter have different maximum block size values for NFS shares.

Resolution
Before adding systems to an existing Federation or datacenter, contact SimpliVity Customer Support to
ensure that all systems have the same NFS maximum block size value.

3.2 Tasks are Pending when OmniCube Systems Become
Unavailable
Problem (FRB-402)
Certain tasks (such as datastore creation) stop operating if a Federation OmniCube becomes unavailable
for any reason.
The tasks remain "pending completion." When the OmniCube returns to normal operation, tasks will
continue and finish if no other constraints prevent the tasks from completing.
If you remove an OmniCube from the Federation before a task completes, the task fails with an error
notification.

Resolution
No resolution is required, this is normal operation.

3.3 Do Not Simultaneously Remove Multiple OmniCube Systems
From a Federation
Problem (HIM-620)
Do not attempt to simultaneously remove multiple OmniCube systems from a VMware datacenter.

Resolution
Wait for one removal operation to complete before you begin a second removal.
To remove all OmniCube systems from a VMware datacenter, use the --datacenter option with the
svt-federation-remove command.
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OmniCube Release Notes 3 - General Restrictions and Known Issues

3.4 See Error When Creating a Support Capture for vCenter
Server
Problem (AN-4163)
If you right-click the vCenter Server icon from the inventory panel in vSphere Client and select
SimpliVity - Create Support Capture, you may see errors indicating that the process failed to collect
vCenter support bundles or it could not connect to web services to execute the query. These errors can
occur if you run out of disk space on vCenter Server.

Resolution
To create more space on vCenter Server:

1. Delete the temporary files in C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Temp and C:\Windows\Temp.
You can also delete older log files in vCenter Server to free up more space. For more information on
vCenter log file locations, see the VMware Knowledge Base and search for "Location of vCenter
Server log files (1021804)."

2. Stop the following VMware services:

• VirtualCenter Server

• VirtualCenter Management Webservices

• vCenter Inventory Service

3. Restart the services you stopped in step 2.

4. Right-click the vCenter Server icon from the inventory panel in vSphere Client and select SimpliVity
- Create Support Capture. You should see the capture complete without errors.

3.5 Support Capture Message Does Not Match Progress Bar
Status
Problem (AN-4152)
If you right-click the vCenter Server icon from the inventory panel in vSphere Client and select
SimpliVity - Create Support Capture, you can capture log files to send to SimpliVity Support (if necessary).
Once you select a location for the log files and click Capture, you see a progress bar appear at the bottom
of the dialog showing the completion percentage.
However, the message in the Recent Tasks panel does not always match the percentage shown. For
example, if the bar shows 57% complete, the message in the Recent Tasks panels may indicate that the
capture is complete.

Resolution
The Capture process performs additional work that the Recent Tasks messages cannot track. The status
bar in the Support Capture dialog shows the correct creation status and progress.
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4 - Backup and Backup Policy Constraints and Known Issues

The following use constraints and known issues apply to backup operations.

4.1 Backups Do Not Display if a vCenter in a Linked Mode
Environment Goes Down
Problem (SNM-702)
This problem occurs when a vCenter is unavailable in a linked mode environment. In this state, the GUI
cannot retrieve and display backups for any VM managed by the missing linked mode vCenter.
However, you can use the svt-backup-show CLI command to display these missing backups.

Resolution
To resolve the problem, restart the vSphere Client. On restart, the vSphere Client automatically connects
to one of the remaining linked mode vCenters and the application is then able to retrieve and to display
all backups.

4.2 Cannot Modify an Existing Policy
Problem (COR-591)
If you try to modify a backup policy using the SimpliVity - Edit Backup Policy option in vSphere Client
and see an "unable to read data from the transport connection" error when you save the changes, the
process may have timed out. This can occur when a backup policy includes numerous rules with varying
complexities (for example, different frequencies, retention times, and datacenters).

Resolution
Use the appropriate CLI command to edit the policy (for example, svt-policy-rule-edit). For more
information on CLI commands, see the OmniCube Command Line Interface Reference Guide.

4.3 Backup Complete Message Not Accurate
Problem (AN-6255)
When you perform a remote backup of a virtual machine, the Recent Tasks panel displays a message
that indicates that the backup was backed up to a particular datacenter. For example, you may see a
message similar to this: Backed up to Boston Datacenter 1 as B11.
However, if you use the svt-backup-show command to check the status of the backup, you see the
backup is still in progress.

Resolution
Use the information shown through the svt-backup-show command to verify the backup completed.
The message may indicate it completed prematurely.
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4.4 VM Backup Policy is Changed after VM Migration
Problem (HIM-626)
This problem might occur occasionally if you use the VMware Migrate option in vSphere Client to
relocate a SimpliVity-managed VM. The problem occurs only when the migrated VM uses a backup
policy other than the default backup policy for the datastore that contains the VM.
Following the migration, the VM might lose its association with its assigned backup policy and become
associated with the default Backup policy for the destination datastore.

Resolution
This problem does not apply to the CLI command svt-vm-move or the SimpliVity GUI operation
SimpliVity - Move virtual machine. Use these SimpliVity options to relocate VMs.

4.5 Backups from Removed Datacenters are Included in CLI
Output
Problem (SNH-703)
When using the svt-backup-show-output command to view backups of guest VMs, if the
destination datacenter, either cloud or physical, is removed, the deleted backups are still listed in the
CLI output. The backups are no longer usable.

Resolution
This problem will be corrected in a future release.

4.6 Failed to Restore a Backup of a Deleted VM
Problem (FRB-420)
An attempt to restore a new VM from a backup of a deleted VM fails with the error:

Unable to determine VM owner

Resolution
Attempt to restore the VM a second time. Contact SimpliVity Technical Support if the operation fails
again.

4.7 Cannot Perform File-Level Restore From a Remote Backup in
Linked Mode
Problem (AMP-1376)
When you use the Restore Files/Folders option to create an image of a file or folder from a remote backup
that resides in vCenter Server in Linked Mode and you try to restore the image to a local virtual
machine, you see a "platform integration error" message.

Resolution
Copy the backup to a local datacenter, then use the Restore Files/Folders option to create an image of a
file or folder. You can then restore it to a local virtual machine.
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4.8 Cannot Back up VMs that are Not Entirely Contained in a
Single Directory on a SimpliVity Datastore
Problem (HIM-651)
If any part of a VM’s inventory falls outside the VM’s directory (such as a shared VMDK via virtual
RDM), you cannot use SimpliVity manual or automated backup procedures to preserve VM data.
Attempts to take automatic backups of a VM in this configuration result in an alarm, identifying the
cause as a “ScatteredVm”.
Manual backups of such scattered VMs result in an error similar to the following:
VM is not wholly contained within directory.

Resolution
To prevent automatic backups, apply a no-rule (blank) policy to intentionally scattered VMs.
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5 - Datastore Constraints and Known Issues

The following use constraints and known issues apply to SimpliVity datastores.
See also the datastore constraints (compared with VMware operations) in: .

5.1 Datastore Creation Takes an Extended Time or Fails
Problem (SNM-735)
Tasks such as deleting a large number of VMs or deleting stale files from a datastore cause brief periods
of heavy I/O. Additional tasks (such as snapshot creation and deletion, or datastore creation) further
increase I/O, causing all tasks to require more time for completion. In some cases, tasks might time out
because SimpliVity imposes a 20-minute time out limit per vCenter transaction.
Errors such as "platform integration error" or "cannot delete file" during file, folder, and datastore delete
and create operations, indicate that vCenter timed out during the current task.

Resolution
If a SimpliVity task times out due to heavy I/O, schedule the task for a period of reduced usage before
re-trying the operation.
If a task fails to complete because of high I/O loads, customers should:
Check current I/O before attempting to delete large numbers of VMs and folders or to delete and create
datastores.
Wait for deletions to complete before proceeding to the next task. If a task stalls or fails to complete
because vCenter times out, wait for 30-60 minutes and retry the task or reduce I/O before performing the
task.

5.2 Avoid Reusing Datastore Names
Problem (FRB-490)
If you create a datastore named ZK01 then rename that datastore to MK01 you cannot reuse the original
name (ZK01) for other newly-created datastores.

Resolution
This is a VMware limitation and the only resolution is to use an unique datastore name.

5.3 Datastore Unexpectedly Disconnects from Host
Problem (AN-4862)
An OmniCube or a non-SimpliVity ESXi host suddenly lost the connection to a datastore. For example,
you set up your non-SimpliVity ESXi host to allow a SimpliVity datastore to share data with it as
described in the OmniCube for vSphere Client Help and the host successfully connected to the datastore.
Then you noticed the datastore and related virtual machines appeared inactive.
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Resolution
If datastore suddenly disconnects from an OmniCube or a non-SimpliVity ESXi host, refresh the
connection.

To refresh the connection to the datastore:

1. Select the OmniCube or non-SimpliVity ESXi host from the inventory panel in vSphere Client.

2. Click the Configuration tab then click Storage from the Hardware options.

3. Click Refresh.

If the datastore does not reconnect to the host, contact SimpliVity Customer Service.

5.4 Resizing a Datastore Hangs Silently on a Faulty OmniCube
Problem (HIM-614, HIM-675)
If you attempt to resize a datastore on a faulty OmniCube, the operation appears to hang. The operation
is illegal only because the OmniCube’s unhealthy state does not permit the datastore resize operation.
Attempting the operation from either the CLI (svt-datastore-resize) or the GUI (SimpliVity – Resize
Datastore) results in a hang, and you must manually cancel the operation.

Resolution
Correct the underlying problem that is causing the OmniCube’s faulty state before you attempt to resize
a datastore. A future release will include appropriate error messages and will correctly handle the error
condition.

5.5 See Datastore Name Already Exists Error
Problem (AN-5761)
If you create a datastore with an OmniCube in a stopped or waiting state and then the OmniCube
resumes activity, you may see a "Name already exists" error appear in the Status column of the Recent
Tasks panel.

Resolution
Ignore the error. The datastore exists with a unique name and can function as expected.

5.6 Datastore Operations Appear Inactive
Problem (AN-6143)
If you perform a task on a datastore used by several OmniCube hosts in vSphere Client, the datastore
can appear inactive on one or more of the hosts.

Resolution
You need to refresh the storage for the hosts with an inactive datastore.

To refresh the storage:

1. In vSphere Client, locate the host with the inactive datastore and select it from the inventory panel.
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2. Click the Configuration tab.

3. Under the Hardware section, click Storage.

4. Click Refresh from the Datastores title row.
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6 - GUI and CLI Constraints and Known Issues

The following use constraints and known issues apply to the SimpliVity GUI and CLI.

6.1 The GUI Hangs When You Remove an OmniCube From the
Federation
Problem (AMN-8)
The SimpliVity vSphere Extension connects to any available OmniCube in a Federation.
If you remove an OmniCube from a Federation, and it happens to be the same OmniCube to which the
GUI is connected, the GUI will hang.

Resolution
Restart the vSphere client on the same Federation vCenter server. It will automatically connect to a
different OmniCube.

6.2 The SimpliVity Virtual Controller Icon is Missing
Problem (FRB-182)
The SimpliVity virtual controller icon is missing. This might happen after you deploy a Federation, or
remove an OmniCube from a Federation.
It is also likely to occur if the vCenter server was previously used to host a different Federation.

Resolution
Restart the vSphere Client.

6.3 CLI Interprets Special Characters
Problem (AS-3589)
If you use names that contain special characters ($, #, !), you must either escape each character or
surround it with single quotes.
For example, if you specify two $ symbols with the --name option when using svt-datastore-create,
the resulting datastore name includes a random numerical string:

$ svtcli@omnicube-ip2-25:~$ svt-datastore-create --size 5TB --policy dc1Policy1

--name vtds$$

$ svtcli@omnicube-ip2-25:~$ svt-datastore-show

.

.

.
+------------+-------------+------------+--------+-------------------+--------+
| vtds3287 | datacenter1 | dc1Policy1 | 5.00TB | 2013-Feb-26 11:08 | |
'------------+-------------+------------+--------+-------------------+--------'

This is because the CLI shell interprets the dollar symbol ($) as a variable corresponding to the
environment variable for the process identifier. The CLI inserts the PID value into the name, in place of
the dollar symbol ($).
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Resolution
If you use two or more $ symbols with the --name option, enclose the entire name string in single quotes,
as follows:

$ svtcli@omnicube-ip2-25:~$ svt-datastore-create --size 5TB --policy dc1Policy1

--name 'vtds$$'

6.4 Names Containing Three or More $ or # Symbols Cause an
"Unknown Error"
Problem (AS-3498)
You cannot create a SimpliVity entity (such as a backup, datastore, or VM) if you specify a name string
containing three or more consecutive $ (dollar) or # (number) symbols.
The creation task fails with an "Unknown Error", even when you enclose the string in single quotes.

Resolution
Use an alternate object name for the entity. There are additional object naming restrictions in this
release.

6.5 You Cannot Deploy an OmniCube if a Federation OmniCube
is Offline
Problem (FRB-402)
If you attempt to deploy an OmniCube into a Federation where one of the Federated OmniCube systems
is powered off, the deployment stalls.

Resolution
The deployment will resume and complete successfully as soon as you power on the missing OmniCube.

6.6 Task Progress Bar is Inaccurate and Appears to Hang
Problem (HIM-721)
SimpliVity tasks are reported in the vSphere Client Recent Tasks panel (at the bottom of the vSphere
window).
For some tasks, such as sending a backup to a remote datacenter, the progress bar is not updated and it
might appear that the task is inactive.

Resolution
Wait for the task to complete. It is unusual for a task to hang indefinitely, and if a task fails you will see
an error message in the tasks list. If successful, the progress bar updates at the end of the task.
Backup progress is visible on the backup GUI dialogs, or you can use the svt-backup-show CLI
command.

Note: Some tasks that involve large amounts of data can take several hours to complete.
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7 - Hardware Constraints and Known Issues

The following hardware constraints and known issues apply in this release.

7.1 Inserting an Unsupported Drive Does Not Generate an Alarm
Problem (FRB-215)
If a drive fails and you insert an unsupported drive, the OmniCube does not generate a SimpliVity alarm
in vSphere Client.
You might also notice related alarm events such as:

• SimpliVity Physical SSD (or HDD) drive rebuilding

• The physical SSD (or HDD) drive at slot:1 is rebuilding

• The physical SSD(or HDD) drive at slot:1 is finished rebuilding

However, these events are incorrectly reported because a rebuild cannot begin on an unsupported drive.

Resolution
Replace the failed drive as soon as possible using a compatible replacement drive. The drive rebuild
should begin immediately.
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8 - Installation, Deployment and Upgrade Issues

The following installation, deployment and upgrade issues apply in this release.
Based on your existing environment, upgrades to this version of software may require assistance from
SimpliVity support personnel. To contact SimpliVity support, visit the SimpliVity Web site at
www.SimpliVity.com/company/support.

8.1 New ESXi Password Failed During Deployment
Problem (AMP-1215)
When you set a new ESXi password through Deployment Manager and start the deployment process,
you see a "Failed to set new password" error.

Resolution
Although the application allowed you to enter a new password, you must follow the password
requirements for VMware vSphere ESXi to continue deploying a host. For example, you must use a mix
of different classes: lowercase letters, uppercase letters, numbers, and special characters (underscores
or dashes).
The password length can range from 8 to 40 characters. However, you can use a password with 7
characters if it uses three of the four classes. Or, you can use a 6-character password with all four
classes.
A passphrase requires at least three words (8 to 40 characters long).

8.2 Deployment Manager Displays vCenter Server Addresses
After Installation
Problem (AN-3031)
If you install SimpliVity Deployment Manager as described in the Deployment Guide, enter the vCenter
Server IP address, and log in with your administrator account, Deployment Manager stores the IP
address in the vCenter Server field. If you uninstall Deployment Manager and install it again, the IP
address of the last vCenter server you accessed continues to appear in the vCenter Server field. And if
you previously logged in to other vCenter servers, you can see those IP addresses in the vCenter Server
field drop-down menu.

Resolution
No resolution is required. This functions as designed. The VMware vSphere Client functions the same
way.

8.3 See Deployment Manager Failed Using IP Pools Message
Problem (AN-6269)
You want to deploy one or more OmniCube systems using the Deploy OmniCube systems using IP address
Pools option in Deployment Manager. But, when you finished entering the network data and started the
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deployment, you saw this message: "Deployment Manager failed to start a deployment using existing
OmniStack IP Pools."
This occurs when the datacenter has a vSphere distributed switch.

Resolution
To resolve the failed deployment issue:

1. In vSphere Client, select Home > Inventory > Networking.

2. If you have any distributed switches not in use, right-click the switch and select Remove.

3. In Deployment Manager, click X next to the message to clear it.

4. Start the deployment process again as described in the OmniCube Deployment Guide.

If you cannot remove a vSphere distributed switch, contact SimpliVity Customer Support.

8.4 Cannot Deploy a Single OmniCube
Problem (AN-5798)
You want to deploy a single OmniCube and the deployment process fails. The OmniCube also had no
10GbE connectivity.

Resolution
Connect a loopback cable between the two 10GbE ports on the OmniCube you want to deploy. For more
information, see the OmniCube CN-Series Hardware Installation and Maintenance Guide.
If you continue to experience deployment issues, contact SimpliVity Customer Service.

8.5 Created Two Federations During Deployment
Problem (AMP-1388)
Using Deployment Manager, you entered information to deploy OmniCube systems to multiple
datacenters for the first time. (No OmniCube systems currently reside in the datacenters.)
While the first set of OmniCube systems deploy to the first datacenter, you finish entering the
configuration information for the deployment of OmniCube systems in a second datacenter. But, you
start the deployment to the second datacenter after the first deployment finishes.
Instead of the second set of deployments joining the same Federation, they create a separate Federation.

Resolution
If you see the OmniCube systems deploy into datacenters in different Federations, contact SimpliVity
Customer Support to join them into one Federation.
To avoid this situation in the future, start the deployment for the next OmniCube in the Federation right
after you start the first one. Deployment Manager can queue multiple deployments to different
datacenters.
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8.6 VMware Tools are Out of Date after Upgrade
Problem (SNP-71)
When upgrading an OmniCube Virtual Controller you might see a message similar to the following:

VMware tools outdated

Resolution
You can ignore this message. In most cases, this is an intermediate upgrade and the subsequent upgrade
will correct the problem.

8.7 IPMI Functions Might be Affected by Browser or Java Issues
Problem (SNT-90, FRB-576)
When accessing the IPMI remotely using various Web browsers, you might observe problems
connecting, or problems when saving changed settings. IPMI setting changes might not persist.

Resolution

1. Open the Java control panel and click the security tab.

2. Click Edit Site List and add the address of the OmniCube's IPMI to the Exceptions Site List.

3. Click OK twice to exit the Java control panel.

If you observe problems after configuring Java, consider the following possible solutions:

• Recent versions of Internet Explorer might require that you enable compatibility mode in the
browser.

• Enable ActiveX and JRE.

• Do not use a pop-up blocker.

• If security settings are strict, temporarily lower the restrictions for the duration of the IPMI
session.

• Bypass the proxy server.

• Add the Host IP address as a trusted site.

• Disable the "whitelist" feature in Firefox.

• Use an alternate browser.

8.8 SimpliVity Arbiter Fails to Install Correctly or Fails to Start a
System Service
Problem (FRB-90)
This problem may occur when deploying or redeploying SimpliVity Systems on vCenter servers that
previously contained a Federation.
If previous versions of the SimpliVity Arbiter were installed on a vCenter Server, installing updated
Arbiter software might fail. This problem can manifest itself as a failed installation, or a failure to start
the Arbiter service.
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Manually uninstalling the SimpliVity Arbiter, or installing it over a previous version can also cause a
software version mismatch that might affect software upgrades.

Resolution
To correct this problem:

1. Use the Windows Control Panel to uninstall any previous versions of the SimpliVity Arbiter.

2. Delete the following folder:

C:\Program Files\SimpliVity\SimpliVity Arbiter

3. Install the version of the SimpliVity Arbiter that matches the correct version of the SimpliVity
Software, as defined in the SimpliVity Interoperability Guides.
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9 - OmniCube Cloud Datacenter Constraints and Known Issues

The following use constraints and known issues apply to OmniCube Cloud Datacenter.

9.1 OmniCube Cloud Datacenter Allows Illegal Datacenter Names
Problem (SNP-18)
When deploying OmniCube Cloud Datacenter, the name string that you enter is not correctly validated
for VMware compliance and might exceed SimpliVity data field limits. Although illegal strings are
accepted by the deployment process, such strings are truncated or otherwise display incorrectly in the
GUI and CLI output.
It is also possible that certain tasks, commands, and system operations might not function correctly if the
name string is illegal.

Resolution
Make sure you use only unique OmniCube Cloud Datacenter names that comply with the following
limits:

• Include only alphanumeric characters and permitted special characters.

• Do not include the following special characters: %, &, *, $, #, @, !, \, /, :, *, ?, ", <, >, |, ;, '

• Constrain names to a maximum length of up to 80 characters (although SimpliVity recommends
that you keep name strings as short as possible).

9.2 A Backup to a Powered-off OmniCube Cloud Datacenter is
Reported as Successful
Problem (AN-2659)
If you attempt to back up a VM to a powered off OmniCube Cloud Datacenter, you might see messages
similar to the following in vSphere Client:

Backup SimpliVity VM VM-name In Progress Creating backup as backup-name.
Administrator

VC-111-11-11.your.domain.name

1/17/2014 11:45:29 AM

1/17/2014 11:45:30 AM

Backup SimpliVity VM VM-name Completed Backed up as backup-name. Administrator

VC-111-11-11.your.domain.name

1/17/2014 11:45:29 AM

1/17/2014 11:45:37 AM

However, the backup is just interrupted (cannot backup a virtual machine when the OmniCube Cloud
Datacenter is powered off). The message should instruct you to power on the OmniCube to resume the
backup process.
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Resolution
Power on the OmniCube Cloud Datacenter to complete the virtual machine backup.

9.3 Verify OmniCube Cloud Datacenter Health before Committing
an Upgrade
Problem (SNM-104)
If the OmniCube Cloud Datacenter is in a faulty state during an upgrade commit operation, the operation
might incorrectly report that the commit was successful.

Resolution
Before committing a software upgrade on a Federation containing an OmniCube Cloud Datacenter,
verify that all Federation OmniCube systems (both cloud and physical) are alive and healthy.

9.4 Remote Backup Failure Alarms
Problem (AN-2575)
If a remote backup failure occurs, the alarm does not indicate whether the failure happened during the
backup creation, or during the time that the backup is copied to the OmniCube Cloud Datacenter.

Resolution
The backup succeeds in an automatic retry and you can ignore these alarms.

9.5 A Blocked Datacenter Deployment Reports that it is Still in
Progress
Problem (FRB-206)
If there is a network problem such as a misconfigured VPN, an OmniCube Cloud Datacenter
deployment might be blocked (successful, but unable to complete).
As long as the deployment is successful, the task waits for resolution of the network issue, and continues
to report:

In Progress

Deploying a new OmniCube Cloud Datacenter.

Resolution
When you correct the network issue, the deployment will complete. Call SimpliVity Technical Support if
the deployment does not complete.

9.6 Do Not Shut Down your AWS instance if a Cloud Task is In-
Progress
Problem (FRB-344)
You can use the AWS console to shut down the EC2 instance that contains your OmniCube Cloud
Datacenter.
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However, if you do this while a OmniCube Cloud Datacenter task (backup, restore) is in progress, it
might cause a core file on the OmniCube Cloud Datacenter, and the backup (or restore) might fail to
complete.
Under certain circumstances, Amazon might also shut down your EC2 instance during maintenance
operations. However, you are normally notified in advance of such an event. Nevertheless, if the
shutdown occurs during a SimpliVity operation, the core file might occur and the SimpliVity operation
might fail to complete.
The subsequent restart of the AWS instance might take a long time because of the core file.

Resolution
Use the following best practices:

• Do not shut down your Amazon EC2 instance when SimpliVity operations are in progress.

• Monitor your AWS account for Amazon shutdown notifications, and reschedule backups
accordingly.

• Monitor your AWS instance and your policy backups. For example, if you see an alarm for a failed
OmniCube Cloud Datacenter backup, verify that it did not occur because the AWS instance
became unavailable.

If you suspect that this scenario might have occurred, contact SimpliVity technical support (or your
authorized support provider) to remove the core file and verify proper operation of the OmniCube Cloud
Datacenter.
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10 - VM Constraints and Known Issues

The following use constraints and known issues apply to VMs.

10.1 Migrating a VM Resets its Backup Policy
Problem (HIM-661)
If you migrate a VM to a different SimpliVity datastore, its backups are retained (migrated with the
VM). However, the migration operation resets the VM's backup policy to the destination datastore's
default policy.

Resolution
Manually create or select an existing backup policy and apply it to the migrated VM.

10.2 Removing Unwanted VM Folders from a SimpliVity
Datastore
Problem (SNM-16)
You remove folders by browsing to the datastore in vSphere Client, and selecting a folder and clicking
delete. If you attempt to use this method to remove multiple unwanted folders (directories) from a
SimpliVity datastore the operation appears to fail. Multiple folder remove operations do eventually
succeed, but might take many minutes to complete.

Resolution
An underlying VMware problem causes this problem, due to the operation exceeding an NFS server
timeout. The following VMware Knowledge Base article describes a solution:
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=1035332

10.3 Virtual Controller does not Restart after the ESXi Host
Reboots
Problem (FRB-589)
Deployment of a SimpliVity ESXi host configures the host so that virtual machines start and stop
automatically with the host. However, VMware might silently change this setting if you add and remove
SimpliVity ESXi hosts in an HA cluster configuration. Any subsequent operation that causes the
SimpliVity ESXi host to reboot does not correctly restart virtual machines, including the SimpliVity
Virtual Controller.

Resolution
Reconfigure the ESXi host, enabling the system setting: start and stop virtual machines with the system.
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10.4 Two VMs Have the Same Name Following a Clone and
Rename
Problem (SNT-308)
Under certain circumstances, the result of a serial VM clone and rename operation can cause the
SimpliVity vSphere Extension to display a VM with the same name, but located in two different
datacenters.
The problem is caused because the OmniCube is erroneously listed in the Discovered Virtual Machines
folder (Home -> Inventory -> VMs and Templates).

Resolution
Drag-and-drop the OmniCube from the Discovered Virtual Machines folder to the correct datacenter
folder.

10.5 Moving a VM Fails on the First Attempt
Problem (AS-3811)
In rare circumstances, a VM move operation might fail with the following error message:

com.simplivity.task.vmware.vm.move error code 55 (ResetFailed)

Resolution
Retry the move operation, which should succeed on a second attempt. If the move operation fails on
retry, contact SimpliVity Technical Support.

10.6 VM Remains Inaccessible After OmniCube Systems are
Restored
Problem (FRB-14)
If both the primary and secondary OmniCube hosts for a VM go offline while a VM is out of Storage
HA compliance, the VM might remain inaccessible even after you set all OmniCube systems back
online.
This problem is dependent on the timing of system outages, requiring either of the following to be true:

• The primary and secondary OmniCube hosts for an HA compliant VM to be offline.

• The primary OmniCube host for a non-HA compliant VM to be offline.
No loss of data has occurred, but data might be unavailable for the duration of the VM's inaccessibility.

Resolution
Re-register the VMs:

1. In vSphere, remove the inaccessible VMs from the Inventory using the VMware Remove from
Inventory option.

2. Browse to the datastore that contains the VMs.

3. Right-Click the .vmx file for each previously inaccessible VM that you removed from the inventory
in Step 1 and click Add to Inventory.
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4. Repeat this procedure for all inaccessible VMs.

10.7 Cannot Power On Cloned Virtual Machine
Problem (AN-3058)
If you right-click a virtual machine from the inventory panel in vSphere Client, select SimpliVity - Clone
Virtual Machine to create a clone, and notice that the cloning process takes a long time to complete, the
cloned virtual machine may appear, but you cannot power it on. If you check the Recent Tasks panel,
you see an error indicating that the host received an error while powering on the virtual machine and
could not load the configuration file.
This can occur when the virtual machine you clone has heavy input and output usage.

Resolution
Wait a few minutes to see if it powers on. If it continues to fail, delete the cloned virtual machine and
create another clone when the virtual machine I/O usage is not as heavy.

10.8 SimpliVity Clone does Not Specify a Destination
Problem (FRB-301)
A SimpliVity clone operation does not enable you to specify a destination host.

Resolution
When the clone operation is complete, search for the clone by name and use vMotion to move it to the
required host.

10.9 See Error Message When Moving a Virtual Machine
Problem (AMP-186, FRB-1410)
If you move a virtual machine to a datastore using the SimpliVity - Move Virtual Machine option and
then try to move that same virtual machine to a different datastore before the first move task finishes, the
second move cannot finish and you see one of the following error messages depending on when you
started the second move:

• Platform integration exception. Call your support provider.

• Duplicate name exists.

• Unknown VM or VM not found in datastore or VM not stored by SimpliVity.

Resolution
Wait until the first move task finishes before trying to move the virtual machine you just moved to
another datastore.

10.10 See Virtual Machine CPU Usage Alert
Problem (AN-4548)
Your SimpliVity Federation contains datacenters (or clusters) with OmniCube systems. When you click
the Alarms tab from the vCenter level in vSphere Client to review any triggered alarms, you see "Virtual
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machine CPU usage" alarm messages for most of the OmniCube Virtual Controllers in your Federation.
(The Virtual Controller is a virtual machine dedicated to the OmniCube that runs the OmniStack
software.)

Resolution
Disregard this alarm. The OmniCube Virtual Controller functions as designed.

10.11 No Additional Disk Space After Deleting a VM and Backups
Problem (AN-6271)
You deleted a virtual machine and all of its backups to free up additional disk space, but you do not see
any increase in free space.

Resolution
Wait up to four hours and check the used space for the virtual machine through the SimpliVity tab (in
datacenter view).
You can also confirm the deletion of the virtual machine through the svt-vm-show command. To
confirm the deletion of the backups, use the svt-backup-show command. For more information on
using these commands, see the OmniCube CLI Reference Guide.
If you still do not see any additional free space and you confirmed that the virtual machine and backups
were deleted, contact SimpliVity Customer Support.
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11 - VMware Constraints and Known Issues

The following use constraints and known issues apply to VMware.

11.1 Unable to Login Using Single Sign-on After Session Timeout
Problem (SNI-87)
This problem occurs only when you use the CLI. The GUI is unaffected.
If you are managing a Federation using a Single Sign-on (SSO) account with vCenter Servers in Linked
Mode, after a session timeout, each vCenter Server requires that you re-enter your credentials to sign on.

Resolution
Enter your credentials for each vCenter Server in Linked Mode.

11.2 Cannot Remove the SimpliVity vSphere Extension
Problem (FRB-527)
You are unable to uninstall the SimpliVity vSphere Extension.
The most likely cause is that you uninstalled the vSphere Client before uninstalling plug-ins such as the
SimpliVity vSphere Extension.

Resolution
Reinstall the vSphere Client and then uninstall the SimpliVity vSphere Extension.

11.3 Migrating a VM using Storage vMotion Causes Performance
Graphs to Reset
Problem (FRB-131)
If you migrate a virtual machine specifying Storage vMotion, the performance data graphs are reset if
you look at them through the SimpliVity tabs in vSphere Client. This also happens if you use the CLI
svt-vm-move command or the SimpliVity - Move Virtual Machine option in vSphere Client.

Resolution
There is currently no workaround to this issue and it will be corrected in a future release.
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